Figure S1:
Optical absorbance spectra of exfoliated BP suspension in NMP, centrifuged at 3000 r.p.m.
Figure S2:
Digital image of Digital image on the first day of exfoliation. (B) Digital image after one week of ambient exposure of the drop-cast of the drop-cast oxidation of nanosheets because of the formation of bubbles like structures on its surfaces.
Figure S3:
A comparison of the Raman spectra of bulk b blue) and LB assembled phosphorene nanosheets characteristic Raman modes are labelled. the nanosheet where Raman spectra was assembled using a mixtur medium. The presence of Raman modes (maroon) and absence o optical image suggests image of phosphorene suspension and AFM of drop cast Digital image on the first day of exfoliation. (B) Digital image after one week ambient exposure showing the fading in the colour of suspension cast films prepared by using fresh exfoliated suspen cast films prepared by using one weak old suspension reveals of nanosheets because of the formation of bubbles like structures on n of the Raman spectra of bulk black phosphorus crystal LB assembled phosphorene nanosheets (maroon and purple) c Raman modes are labelled. Inset (a): Confocal the nanosheet where Raman spectra was taken. These nanosheets were assembled using a mixture of NMP + deoxygenated water as s
The presence of Raman modes (maroon) and absence o optical image suggests its pristine un-oxidized phase. Inset Height of the S-Ex BP nanosheets versus the number of sheets. Ex BP nanosheets assembled by LB technique.
FESEM of LB assembled L-Ex BP nanosheets on SiO 2 lateral dimension (defined as the largest side in our case) is of the order of hundreds of microns resulting in the enrichment of ultra-large nanosheets of phosphorene on substrate.
ets versus the number of sheets. Inset: AFM of
